Investigating the Question (IQ) Data Report (for use with STAAR data only)

The IQ Data Report provides item-level answer choice data from STAAR, available at the campus or district level. The report corresponds to the lead4ward IQ Released Items Analysis Tool, available on the lead4ward website at: https://www.lead4ward.com/iq/

Note: lead4ward recommends becoming familiar with the online Released Items Analysis Tool prior to generating the IQ Data Report in Aware.
Generating the IQ Data Report

Select **IQ Data Report** from the lead4ward Reports menu.

The **IQ Data Report** is organized by grade level with all STAAR-tested subjects included in a single, downloadable, Excel file. To generate the report, select a grade level from the drop-down menu. Select “EOC” for a report that includes the five STAAR EOC courses.

When finished, click “Print Report” to generate the **IQ Data Report** in Excel format.
Using the IQ Data Report

- Each grade-level IQ Data Report is organized by TEKS Cluster – in the same order they appear on lead4ward Leadership Report Cards and Student Learning Reports. Aligned Student Expectations for each TEKS Cluster are then listed in numeric/alpha order with all applicable released STAAR items in descending order by year.

- Any available Spanish versions of Released Test (IQ) resources are also included on the grade-level report.